Abstract. We consider finite element approximations of a second order elliptic problem on a bounded polytopic domain in d with d ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . .}. The constant C 1 appearing in Céa's lemma and coming from its standard proof can be very large when the coefficients of an elliptic operator attain considerably different values. We restrict ourselves to regular families of uniform partitions and linear simplicial elements. Using a lower bound of the interpolation error and the supercloseness between the finite element solution and the Lagrange interpolant of the exact solution, we show that the ratio between discretization and interpolation errors is equal to 1 + O(h) as the discretization parameter h tends to zero. Numerical results in one and two-dimensional case illustrating this phenomenon are presented.
Introduction
The famous Céa's lemma plays an important role in finite element theory, because it enables us to transform the question of convergence of the finite element method (and a priori estimation of the discretization error) to the investigation of approximation properties of relevant finite element spaces.
More precisely, let V be a real Hilbert space with a norm · , F a linear continuous form on V , and let a(·, ·) be a bilinear form on V × V . Assume that a(·, ·) is continuous, i.e., a constant M exists such that
and V -elliptic, i.e., a constant m > 0 exists such that
We see that m M . Consider now a nonempty finite dimensional subspace V h ⊂ V . Then, by the Lax-Milgram lemma, the problems: Find u ∈ V such that
have exactly one solution each. The function u h is called the Galerkin approximation. Céa's lemma says (see [5] and for a historical note also [9, p. 109] ) that there exists a constant C such that
The knowledge of the best possible value of C is thus important in obtaining reliable a priori bounds of the discretization error. A standard proof of (1.5) follows directly from (1.1)-(1.4). Indeed, for every
Therefore, C = M/m is a constant that may stand in (1.5). However, the ratio M/m can be very large especially when a(·, ·) corresponds to an elliptic equation with coefficients which attain considerably different values. E.g., for highly oscillating coefficients coming from real-life technical problems we have M/m ≈ 100 for a heat conduction problems described in [15, p. 209] and M/m ≈ 10 000 for a magnetic field problem involving ferromagnetic media, see [15, pp. 134-138] . In [9, p. 105], a simple procedure is presented for reducing the constant C in (1.5) to M/m when the bilinear form a(·, ·) is symmetric. Using the theory of superconvergence, we show that the ratio between discretization and interpolation errors equals 1 + O(h) as h → 0 for a class of second order elliptic problems with variable coefficients. Therefore, we need not examine the
